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Key takeouts – what stands out for us (1)

• VFR is a source of happiness to most Australians.  Very few see a downside. It reconnects us, grounds and gears us up to 

face life.

• This deep emotion is one that can be tapped by the tourism industry, but currently VFR travellers and hosts don’t see 

material or marketing efforts aimed at them. Both visitors and hosts indicate that as an industry we could encourage them 

to do more – and thus spend more.

• The highest yield or greatest growth opportunity target groups (affluent, frequent, younger travellers and new Australians) 

are those most likely to be seeking our help.  A greater focus on VFR can help us deliver our 2020 goals.

– For hosts, having a central local spot for hosting information is important and we could make our VICs more effective 

by connecting hosts to them more often.

• Digital and content are critical opportunities.  Search is where most people begin thinking about, planning and booking • Digital and content are critical opportunities.  Search is where most people begin thinking about, planning and booking 

their trips.  

– Ideally visitors are looking for a 1-stop shop

• Many of the activities VFR travellers undertake are around sharing and nurturing.  Eating out is an important ritual for 

families. Although most eat out at casual restaurants, the odd formal meal would also help build memories. At a broader 

level, we need more family friendly restaurants that aren’t big food chains, a wider variety of places to eat and more useful

opening hours.

• VFR trips are not homogenous.  Although there are many common elements, we see low energy trips where eating out is 

the main opportunity, but also trips involving opportunities to do more, differently.  

– Younger VFR travellers in particular are looking for more things to do

– High yield travellers want to do more and to immerse in the destination

• This sector clearly supports the focus on the visitor economy not just the tourism industry – activities like going to the 

movies, shopping and heading to the beach all form part of the shared rituals of a VFR trip.  



Key takeouts – what stands out for us (2)

• Some immediate practical steps we could do to help VFR travellers enjoy their trips more and spend more:

– A discount or free pass for VFR hosts for attractions / activities.  Currently hosts tend to do things with their family, 

but concerns about costs or the fact that they have done the same things multiple times discourages them from 

certain activities.  Such activities tend to engender spending on things like gifts, meals out etc.,

– In larger cities or towns, current travel passes for public transport are not felt to be geared up for the casual or short 

term visitor. They are seen as expensive or hard to get hold off.  Again this was an area where the tourism industry can 

be helpful.

– As noted above, making  information available for hosting families (especially new ideas) easier to find would 

encourage more spending.  Hosts in particular would love to see a website page available for their local area.  They 

want things to do to be in easy driving distance, but not necessarily in their LGA.want things to do to be in easy driving distance, but not necessarily in their LGA.

– Social media provides a very cost effective way to inspire travellers.  We need to ensure that we are optimising and 

rewarding existing behaviours

• VFR is a trigger or inspiration for other trips – especially for places we visit on the way. 

• Having done the research we are more than ever convinced that VFR represents a vital but under-potentiated opportunity 

for our industry



ABOUT THE PROJECT
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The need for research

• As part of its mission to support tourism industry development, MyTravelResearch.com develops research products to fill 

gaps in industry knowledge. Often these are opportunities that are areas where existing information or our own observation 

indicates that there is a sector of the market or issue that is not being recognised in terms of importance.

• Visiting friends and relatives is one such sector.  At nearly half of all overnight trips and with a direct value of nearly $15bn 

they have an obvious value to the Australian economy.  Yet they are generally felt to be either ‘travellers who would come 

anyway’ or ‘don’t do anything whilst they are there’.  

• Our experience is that this view is oversimplified. 

– The line between VFR travel and holiday travel is a blurred one and that as such VFR travellers represent an 

opportunity.  This is gradually being recognised, specifically with regard to regional travel. Campaigns such as those 

run by the NSW region, Southern Highlands are specifically designed to attract this group.run by the NSW region, Southern Highlands are specifically designed to attract this group.

– Distances mean that VFR travel often involves visiting other destinations en route supporting those visitor economies

– Visiting friends and relatives can be effective advocates and have more than average knowledge.  In NSW, the Visitor 

Economy Task Force identified a  lack of brand equity in regional destinations. Visiting friends and relatives have some 

knowledge and a reason to come.  

• The NVS and IVS provide a valuable snapshot of visitor behaviour. But it is essentially about what people did, not what they 

want or need or what gaps there are.  Nor does it address the issue of how we can effectively leverage VFR hosts.

• Accordingly, this is the focus of our 2014 Insights to Action Study. 
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Objective of the research

To equip the Australian 

tourism industry with 

insight and tools to 

optimise the economic 

Who:

Who are VFR travellers? Who are their hosts?

How: 

How do they plan travel? Where are the gaps?optimise the economic 

benefit of Visiting Friends 

and Relatives to their 

local economies

How do they plan travel? Where are the gaps?

What: 

What are their needs and wants? How do these differ?

Strategic implications: 

What actions should the industry take as a result?
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About the research

How many? N = 814 people who had taken a VFR trip in the past 12 

months

N = 539 had also hosted a VFR trip

Who? Australians aged 18-75

Weighted to be representative of VFR travellers*

Sourced from? Random sample of Pure Profile PanelSourced from? Random sample of Pure Profile Panel

When? June-July 2014

How? Online questionnaire of 15 or 20 minutes

* Based on Year to March 2014  National Visitor Survey
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VFR TRAVEL

General
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TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
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55%

68%

92%

Taken an overnight non-VFR trip, break or holiday in Australia 

Had friends or family come to visit you - you were the main or joint 

host even if they didn’t actually stay in your home

Taken an overnight trip, break or holiday in Australia to visit friends 

or family where you stayed at their home

The majority travel domestically for leisure, nearly half use paid 

accommodation for VFR trips and at least a third also go away with friends or 

family – a growing trend

Travel behaviour generally

29%

32%

38%

45%

Taken a trip, break or holiday overseas where the main purpose was 

to visit friends or family

Gone away on a trip, holiday or break with friends beyond those in 

your immediate household

Gone away on a trip, holiday or break with family beyond those in 

your immediate household

Taken an overnight  trip, break or holiday in Australia to visit friends 

or family where you didn’t stay with them but were away at least 1 

night

S1. Which of the following have you done in the last 12 months? MR, RANDOMISE STATEMENTS EXCEPT FOR ‘None of the above’

n = 814
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VFR travellers are broadly similar in their motivations to those in other studies

Motivations for a holiday

%

Holidays for me are about relaxing – I just want to switch off and do nothing 44%

Holidays are about reconnecting with the people I care about 31%

Holidays are about trying new things 30%

When I travel, I really want to get into the place I am visiting – ideally I would like to live like a 

local
30%

12D1. We all have different motivations for holidays and these may vary at different times. But if we think of our ideal holiday we probably have one or two that are very important to 

us?  Below are some motivations for a holiday, please select up to 3 that would apply to your IDEAL holiday? Base n = 814

local
30%

I think we should experience Australia before we travel overseas 26%

A holiday should leave me feeling reinvigorated 24%

Holidays are a chance to spoil myself 22%

Holidays are about recharging my batteries – life is so hard these days 16%

I should feel enriched by a holiday 15%

Holidays are about revisiting places I love 15%

Holidays are when I reflect on what is important to me 8%

I really like to challenge myself when I am on holiday – it should be an adventure 7%



41%
38%

Sole decision-

maker

3 out of 5 say leisure travel decision-making is jointly handled and this is 

strongest for high-yield customers

Role in leisure travel decisions

All VFR Frequent VFR travellers

41%

59%

38%

62%

maker

Joint decision-

maker

S6. Thinking about any travel you do other than for business purposes, would you say that when it comes to selecting the destination you are..?

Base n = 814

Sole decision-makers are LIKELY TO BE – Younger, SINKS, Medium to low income

Older and high income travellers are more likely to share decisions
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Most make 2 or 3 VFR trips a year, plus a further 1-2 leisure trips. 1 in 9 makes 

a trip at least every two months. 

VFR travellers typically take 1-2 domestic holiday trips as well

VFR trips

48%

27%

2-3

1

All leisure trips

41%

11%

2-3

1

4%

7%

15%

48%

10+

6-9

4-5

2-3

T1a.  You said you had taken at least one a trip, holiday or break in the past 12 months where the main purpose was to visit friends or family. How many such trips IN TOTAL have you taken over that period (past 12 months)? Only include those which involved an overnight stay either at the destination or 

en route. If you are not sure please use your best estimate a) Trips for leisure where the MAIN purpose was to visit friends and family _______

T1b) How many other trips, holidays or breaks have you taken in Australia in the past 12 months that involved an overnight stay EACH of these purposes. If you are not sure please give your best estimate.  Enter 0 if you have not taken any such trips. TYPE IN NUMBER, ALLOW TWO DIGITSi) Trips for 

leisure where the MAIN purpose was to take a trip or a short break (other than those listed above)

Base n = 814

Average no of trips

Mean = 3.0
7%

17%

25%

41%

10+

6-9

4-5

2-3

Average no of trips

Mean = 4.6
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Reconnection with those we love is the leading reason to take a VFR trip, so leveraging this need 

in communications is vital. But this also chimes well with broader domestic travel motivations –

creating opportunities for efficiencies. Around 1 in 6 trips is habitual – using reconnection 

enables us to trigger VFR travel outside the peaks

Triggers for most recent VFR trip

24%

26%

45%

‘Regular’ special occasion

Just wanted to have a break

Just wanted to see my family 31% of these VFR travellers also said they wanted a break

20% of them also said it was a cost effective way to have a holiday 

Whilst VFR travel as a whole skews older, younger VFR and families 

are more likely to combine it with a leisure trip

Use of VFR for broader holiday purposes is NOT income dependent

9%

10%

15%

18%

21%

Other

No particular trigger

Cost effective way to have a 

holiday

Always visit family or friends 

at this time

‘One off’ special occasion

RT2. What was the trigger for you deciding to make your trip? MR

Base n =  814

Top five other reasons % 

Seized opportunity to add on to a business trip 14%

Seized opportunity to add on to a tour/annual trip  13%

Bereavement/funeral 10%

Health issues 10%

House/Pet/Baby sitting 10%

Just nice weather to ride my motorbike

We were having our first trip with our caravan.

look after kids whilst parents went away

Vivid Sydney Festival
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6%

Yes No Don’t recall

A third of VFR travellers used social media on their most recent trip. Checking-in is common but 

so is posting images. 

Social media and VFR

Use of social media at all How social media used

40%

43%

66%

13%

14%

22%

Commented on another family or 

friend's posting

Posted pictures of us doing things 

together to Facebook or Google+

‘Checked-in’ via Facebook, Foursquare 

etc.,

Of total VFR Of users

33%

61%

RT9a. Did you post anything to or ‘check in’ with ANY social media during your trip?  Base n = 814

RT9b. Which, if any of these social media activities did you undertake during your trip to visit friends or family? Base n = 266

3%

7%

9%

21%

23%

34%

1%

2%

3%

7%

7%

11%

Can't recall

Other (includes none of these)

Tweeted photographs of us doing 

things together 

Posted images of beautiful or 

interesting places to a photo sharing …

Posted photographs of us doing things 

together to photo sharing site

Posted images of beautiful or 

interesting places to Facebook, …

Net posted pictures of activities to ANY social media – 56% of social media users

Net posted photos of locations to ANY social media – 45% of social media users

Net photo posting – 66% of social media users
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How different groups are using social media on VFR 

trips

Under 35 35-55 Over 65

Used social media 42% 32% 25%

17

Used social media 42% 32% 25%

Of whom Checked-in 69% 57% 70%

Shared photos at all 77% 68% 45%

Posted activities at all 65% 57% 33%

Posted location images 60% 40% 28%

Commented on a posting 53% 30% 31%

RT9a. Did you post anything to or ‘check in’ with ANY social media during your trip?  Base n = 814

RT9b. Which, if any of these social media activities did you undertake during your trip to visit friends or family? Base n = 266

The more frequently people travel, 

the more they use social media



UNDERSTANDING VFR TRIPS
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Shopping, eating out and sightseeing are all important. Indeed food generally is important 

(farmers markets, farm trips etc., are all popular) But so are casual activities like going to a movie, 

fishing. Those who are younger or visiting friends consider more activities

Activities considered

Katherine Gorge boat trip, Yellow Water cruise, 

Kakadu Air scenic flight, Kings Canyon helicopter 

flight

We were visiting friends at their onsite 

caravan/cabin at a caravan park. They were on 

holiday as well. We planned to drive around the 

local area and to go out to dinner.

going to the cinema, watching grand children's sporting 

activities, Shopping for items not available in our rural area

Visit Museum. Art Gallery. Restaurants.

visited wineries/breweries/art galleries, went 

fishing, hiking, out to dinner & lunch.

Didn't plan anything. My sister made all the plans 

before I got up to Brisbane.

'Visiting local producers and product markets, 

cooking, swimming

Visit Country Music Festival in Tamworth Shop in  local 

markets

just visited with family - they were going through a 

stressful time and needed support
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Even more than other domestic travel, reconnection is at the heart of VFR 

travel. But VFR is also leisure – fun, enjoyable and recharging us.  

What are the benefits of VFR?

7%

7%

7%

8%

12%

14%

18%

26%

44%

Seeing grandchildren grow …

Doing things with people you …

spending time/hanging out …

Having a break/Getting away

Relax/Rest

Cheap accommodation/cost …

Reconnecting with friends

Catching up with news from …

Reconnecting with family in …

4%

2%

2%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

4%

4%

5%

6%

7%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Nothing

Being looked after/Babysitters …

Enhancing relationships

Eat out together

Being happy

Recharge/sense of wellbeing

Easy way to have a holiday

Local knowledge/free tour …

Doing something different/new

Taking care of/looking after …

Visit nice places/enjoying the …

Fun/enjoyment

Seeing grandchildren grow …

TP2.  When thinking about all the trips you have made to visit friends or family in Australia the past 2 years, what would you say are the benefits of a trip 

to visit friends or family? Please provide as much detail as possible. If they are different for friends than family tell us how they differ.  Base n = 814
20



Benefits of VFR – more detail

Visit a lovely part of Victoria, catch up with friends, re-

energise, relaxation, get away from the hustle & Bustle of 

city life Maintaining family ties and old 

friendships, and relating in a more 

relaxed atmosphere with all the time 

in the world - without the constraints 

of how much credit is left on your 

Local knowledge on attractions and local cheap deals 

visiting a place I would not usually choose apart from 

having family there and being surprised

Social interaction!! Usually cheaper or no accommodation 

costs. Local knowledge about attractions and local retail 

and restaurants. of how much credit is left on your 

phone.

Cheaper to stay with family so you can visit more often

to enable us to have a 'respite' holiday. We care for my 

ages mother full time
Much needed break away from Melbourne - feel re-

vitalized after visiting 

It's cheaper as there are no accommodation costs involved. 

My children get to see their cousins so they have company.  

Built in babysitters mean my husband and I can go out for 

dinner child-free.

and restaurants.

Catching up with family and visiting amazing places

TP2.  When thinking about all the trips you have made to visit friends or family in Australia the past 2 years, what would you say are the benefits of a trip 

to visit friends or family? Please provide as much detail as possible. If they are different for friends than family tell us how they differ.  Base n = 814
21



How do the benefits differ?

• Under 35s

– It’s about a break

– It’s a cheap way to have a holiday

– Less likely to see helping out as a 

benefit

• Over 65

– Reconnection is even stronger

• Frequent VFR travellers

– Most motivated by reconnection

– Always seeking new and different 

experiences

– Access to babysitters/time with 

grandkids

• B&B stayers– Reconnection is even stronger

– Doing things with the grandkids

– VFR makes them happy!

• Women

– Having access to free babysitting

• B&B stayers

– More of a recharge

• High income

– See local knowledge of hosts as a 

benefit
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For a quarter of VFR travellers there are no drawbacks. Cost or lack of time 

are otherwise important. But helping people manage their time and do their 

own thing would make VFR more enjoyable

What are the drawbacks of VFR?

3%

4%

6%

6%

10%

16%

17%

27%

Travelling with /visiting kids difficult

Fuel costs

No rest/break/tiring

Not enough time/always too short/not often …

No flexibility/freedom/feel obligated

Travel time/distance/long drive

Cost/expensive 

None/Nothing/no drawbacks

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

3%

3%

3%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Arrangements/leaving pets

Traffic/congestion/poor roads

Being away from home

Lack of comfort/strange beds

Llack of  flights/ train options

Visit some people you don't like

Not enough holiday/time away from work

Coming home

Family arguments

Travelling with /visiting kids difficult

TP5. Still thinking about all the trips, breaks or holidays to visit friends or family, what are the drawbacks or downside of those trips? Please provide as much detail as possible. 

Again if the drawbacks are different for friends and family, please tell us how they differ Base n 814
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More detail on the drawbacks

Having to rely on friends to feed and look after my cats while I am 

away

You are not as free to do what you 

want as when you are on your own, as 

they want to take you places & in their 

time & you feel obligated.

School holidays - if we want to spend time with our grandchildren, it 

has to be in the holidays, when all places of entertainment are 

packed with other people, specially at Christmas holidays.

distance and travel time; sense of feeling rushed if only a short visit; 

the only downside to visiting family is that I cannot afford to do it 

often enough

No drawbacks. We visit our Son in Sydney and 

he takes us out to all the places of interest

Sometimes having kids around limits the places you can go to and 

the times you go out. Not enough freedom to do what you want to 

do with different people.

Great to catch up with grand kids but as 

'oldies' their non stop go go go is great to 

observe but makes us feel our age - it is 

great to leave in the end.

Long way to travel for such a little time. 

Parents house is uncomfortable and hot.

distance and travel time; sense of feeling rushed if only a short visit; 

can get a bit cramped for room when staying with some 

friends/family

None - I enjoy every minute of it

TP5. Still thinking about all the trips, breaks or holidays to visit friends or family, what are the drawbacks or downside of those trips? Please provide as much detail as possible. 

Again if the drawbacks are different for friends and family, please tell us how they differ Base n 814
24



How do the drawbacks differ?

Under 35s

Less likely to know what the 

drawbacks are

More likely to feel 

obligated/constrained

Over 65s

Travelling time more important

25

obligated/constrained

Degree-educated

More likely to find VFR Stressful

More agreement across groups on the 

drawbacks than on the benefits



9%

7%

5%

1%

4%

27%

2 Hours

1 Hour

None

Would not go Would fly

A quarter of VFR travellers will not be deterred by the trip length and it isn’t 

something a third consider. A quarter will shift to flying for trips over 6 hours, rising to 

more than half at a three hour drive.  Access to flights is clearly an issue

How journey time impacts VFR

30%

10%

11%

6%

22%

9%

30%

23%

7%

3%

6%

Don't know

10+ Hours

8-10 Hours

6-7 Hours

3-5 Hours

T3. What is the journey length/driving distance (to the nearest hour) where you would…? fly to visit friends or relatives rather than drive (assuming there was a flight available at a 

reasonable price)? ____________ Not visit them at all? __________ n = 814
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23%

46%

46%

55%

Recharged

Reconnected

Relaxed

Happy

Beyond reconnecting, VFR leaves us feeling happy and relaxed. But our emotions are 

complex, relaxation is not incompatible with being recharged

How does a VFR trip leave us feeling

Those under 35 are most likely to be stressed by 

VFR trips

Curiously staying with family is less stressful

5%

8%

8%

13%

20%

Stressed

In need of a holiday

Less guilty

Relieved it was over

Re-energised

RT10.How did you feel after you returned from your trip to visit friends or family? n = 814 27

Column % Relaxed Stressed Happy

Relieved it 

was over Recharged

Re-

energised Less guilty

In need of 

a holiday

Connected 

back to my 

family/ 

friends Other NET

Happy 67% 27% 100% 29% 77% 72% 45% 43% 67% 8% 55%

Relaxed 100% 27% 56% 26% 69% 69% 27% 29% 50% 15% 46%

Connected back to my family/friends 50% 41% 55% 39% 58% 58% 49% 36% 100% 32% 46%

Recharged 34% 5% 32% 15% 100% 56% 23% 11% 29% 2% 23%

Re-energised 31% 6% 27% 15% 50% 100% 17% 7% 26% 0% 20%

Relieved it was over 7% 32% 7% 100% 8% 10% 27% 20% 11% 6% 13%

Less guilty 5% 19% 6% 17% 8% 7% 100% 12% 9% 1% 8%

In need of a holiday 5% 12% 6% 12% 4% 3% 12% 100% 6% 5% 8%

Other 2% 15% 1% 3% 0% 0% 1% 4% 4% 100% 6%

Stressed 3% 100% 3% 13% 1% 2% 12% 7% 5% 12% 5%

Curiously staying with family is less stressful



We know from the Domesticate* study that there are four broad needs from 

an Australian domestic holiday – but all four are part of reconnection.  

Celebration Adventure

Trips to friends 

–especially or 

for young 

people can sit 

here

Trips to friends 

V
FR

 n
e

ce
ss

it
a

te
s V

FR
 fa

cilita
te

sReconnection

ReflectionBonding

MOST VFR trips sit here

VFR city trips or 

those to wine 

regions

Trips to friends 

– especially or 

for younger 

VFR can sit 

here

*Source: TNS but created by us

V
FR

 n
e

ce
ss

it
a

te
s V

FR
 fa

cilita
te

s
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All these were activities our VFR participants 

considered and would find enjoyable

Bonding

• BBQs and picnics

• Fishing

Celebration

• Vineyard functions

• Shared activities

Adventure

• Snorkelling

• Whale watching

Reflection/Appreciation

• Art galleries and 
museums• Fishing

• Cycling

• Eating out - Casual

• Gentle bushwalking

• Help with helping out

• Downtime

• Shared activities

• Events and festivals

• Nightclubs

• Live Music

• Eating out - formal

• Whale watching

• Surfing

• Kayaking

• Canoeing

• Hard core bushwalking

• Scenic flights (using 
savings from families)

museums

• Wine tasting

• Fine dining

• Historical sites

• Eating out - formal
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TRAVEL PLANNING
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Search is critical but so is using third party sources (including word of mouth)

Sources used to plan VFR travel – any 

16%

17%

17%

17%

19%

21%

26%

28%

30%

31%

Social media (e.g. Facebook or Twitter)

Review or comparison websites (e.g. Tripadvisor)

Regional/local tourism websites

Visitor Information Centres

Websites for specific attractions/activities

Other accommodation sites (e.g. Stayz)

Hotel/accommodation websites (specific hotel group)

Recommendation from friends or family

Airline websites

Search engines

9%

10%

10%

11%

11%

12%

13%

14%

15%

15%

16%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Other

Travel sections of mainstream press

Visited or phoned a travel agent

Travel magazines

Travel programmes on TV

Guidebooks (hard copy)

Travel apps or guides

National or state tourism organisation websites

Online Travel Agents/Consolidators (e.g. Webjet or Wotif)

Website of the local council/town you were visiting

Social media (e.g. Facebook or Twitter)

TP1. Thinking about your most recent trip to visit friends or family in Australia which of these sources did you use at each stage of planning your trip? Base n = 814

58% of VFR travellers use at 

least one source

30% use at least one source 

across the planning cycle
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We see a consistent pattern of sources used until booking point. On trip sources more 

fragmented. Planning is where most sources are used. Search and digital key 

throughout the process

Key sources at different stages of the planning cycle

Dreaming Planning Booking On trip

Top 5 sources

Search

Airline websites

Branded hotel websites 

Word of mouth

Airline websites

Search

Branded hotel websites 

Word of mouth

Airline websites

Search

Branded hotel websites 

Other accommodation 

Word of mouth

VICs

Search

Social media

Regional/local tourism 

websites
Top 5 sources

Word of mouth

Other accommodation 

websites

Word of mouth

Other accommodation 

websites

Other accommodation 

websites

Word of mouth

websites

Attraction/activity 

websites

Apps

Guidebooks

Over-index for this phase

Regional/local tourism 

websites

Review sites

Consolidators/OTAs

Word of mouth

VICs

Social media

Regional/local tourism 

websites

Apps

Guidebooks

Using sources to plan 54% 58% 55% 44%

TP1. Thinking about your most recent trip to visit friends or family in Australia which of these sources did you use at each stage of planning your trip? Base n = 814 32



Differences for key groups on the path the 

purchase

• Overall the key tools at each stage are the key tools for all

– VICs more likely to be used by sole decision-makers (men) at the dreaming stage

• Instead the differences are around the number of sources used by different 

groups.  Younger, wealthier, more educated, metro and ‘new’ Australians use a 

wider variety of sources.  This is (unsurprisingly) also true for those who see VFR as 

a holiday.

• Particularly strong for these groups The greater the • Particularly strong for these groups

– Search

– Review sites

– Word of mouth

– Booking sites for flights, accommodation

– Content – both on and offline

• VICs more important for affluent and ‘new’ Australians
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The greater the 

opportunity (growth, 

yield, repeat business) 

the more channels a 

potential visitor uses 

and the more important 

content and digital are



GROWTH DRIVERS
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43%

55%

59%

47%

58%

59%

General sightseeing

Eat out at a restaurant

Eat out at a casual cafe

Top 10 activities 

Family Friends

Promoting these activities can either grow yield or encourage more visitation. Overall there is a 

high overlap but the activities for visiting friends are higher energy. Events and festivals are 

particularly important here.  Food and wine activities are important to both groups – but with a 

slightly different emphasis

Activities which would make VFR trips more enjoyable

11%

20%

19%

31%

22%

24%

20%

15%

19%

20%

22%

22%

23%

23%

Visit a farm or do a farm tour

Bushwalking

Cruise

Attend an event or festival

Visit art galleries or museums

Go to the theatre, a concert

Visit a theme park

Other activities

30%

21%

25%

23%

31%

31%

40%

43%

24%

24%

28%

32%

33%

36%

41%

Visit a winery

Visit historical sites

Visit a national park or state 

forest

Visit a wildlife park or zoo

Visit or lie on a beach

Go to a farmer’s or craft market

Go shopping for pleasure

8%

7%

5%

10%

6%

8%

9%

10%

9%

12%

13%

18%

11%

5%

6%

7%

7%

8%

8%

8%

8%

9%

9%

11%

11%

Mountain biking or cycling

Multi day tour by coach

Birdwatching

Other adventure activity 

Other multiday organized tour

Indigenous tour or activity

Horseriding

Organised day (group) tour 

Other organised day tour

Play sport (e.g. golf, football)

Watersports

Visit a casino

Visit a farm or do a farm tour

TP3. Which of these activities would make a trip to visit friends or family more enjoyable? Please include 

any you may have done on your most recent trip  Base n =  814

= significantly stronger for family = significantly stronger for friends

% saying any 

activity would 

make it more 

enjoyable:

84% for family

82% for friends
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14%

17%

19%

21%

21%

22%

Visited a theme park

Cruise

Went to the theatre, a concert

Ate out at a formal restaurant

Visited a winery

Attended an event or festival

Largest gaps for friends

Many themes and gaps overlap across family and friends. Again events very strongly encourage 

travel to visit or with friends.  Currently much VFR dining is casual or low key – people might 

enjoy a more formal experience.  More exercise for both the brain and body is desired.

Where are the largest opportunities? Gaps between desired and current activities

17%

17%

17%

17%

22%

24%

Visited a theme park

Cruise

Went to a farmer’s or craft …

Went to the theatre, a concert

Visited a wildlife park or zoo

Ate out at a formal restaurant

Largest gaps for family

8%

8%

8%

9%

9%

9%

11%

12%

13%

13%

14%

Visited a farm or did a farm tour

Watersports

Played sport 

Other adventure activity

Visited art galleries or museums

Bushwalking

Visited a casino

Went to a farmer’s or craft …

Visited a wildlife park or zoo

Visited a national park or state …

Visited a theme park

7%

7%

7%

8%

10%

10%

11%

13%

15%

16%

17%

Horseriding

Indigenous tour or activity

Other multiday organized tour

Bushwalking

Visited art galleries or museums

Visited significant historical …

Visited a farm or did a farm tour

Attended an event or festival

Visited a winery

Visited a national park or state …

Visited a theme park

36RT7b. Which, if any, of the following activities did you actually undertake? 

TP3. Which of these activities would make a trip to visit friends or family more enjoyable? Please include any you may have done on your most recent trip  Base n =  814



Enabling hosts to accompany visitors on attractions and activities is key – especially for 

visits to families. Given the importance of eating together, it is no surprise that dining 

options figure strongly on the drivers

Initiatives to drive more VFR trips – visitors’ perspective

21%

18%

23%

19%

19%

23%

25%

21%

21%

21%

22%

24%

26%

30%

Opportunity to go away together rather than visit them

More information about what’s on in the area

More places to eat and drink that are open all or on Sunday evening

More flexible group or family rates to attractions or experiences

More family-friendly places to eat out other than the big food chains

A visitor pass that gives discounts to hosts if they accompany you

Free entry for hosting friends or family if they accompany you

13%

15%

15%

15%

15%

21%

18%

21%

14%

16%

17%

17%

18%

18%

19%

0% 500% 1000% 1500% 2000% 2500% 3000% 3500%

Information packs to help people hosting visitors know things to do

A webpage on the local council’s website that gave tips, advice or …

A website specially for those hosting or visiting friends or relatives …

Touring routes of the area in which they live

Special tours or packages aimed at people visiting friends or family

More places to eat and drink or a wider variety 

More information on what to do in the area

Opportunity to go away together rather than visit them

Around 60% say 

some sort of 

initiative would 

drive growth

= significantly stronger for family = significantly stronger for friends

37TP4. Which of these would help to encourage you to visit friends or family more often or to stay longer when you go? Base n = 814



VFR is a source of inspiration for domestic travel with a good experience en route providing a key 

source for future visits. But we should treat VFR as a positive experience (with opportunities to 

improve). A fifth of travellers are increasingly seeking to travel away together rather than visit

Statements about VFR travel

4%

3%

1%

16%

15%

9%

40%

24%

26%

33%

46%

56%

8%

12%

8%

The tourism industry could do more to make VFR more enjoyable

Good experience en route to VFR destination can trigger longer 

visits

VFR trips an inspiration for holidays

Disagree strongly Disagree Neutral/ don’t know Agree Agree strongly Net 

disagree
Net agree

10% 64%

18% 57%

19% 40%

34%

18%

11%

18%

3%

37%

42%

33%

37%

13%

15%

23%

35%

19%

45%

11%

14%

19%

19%

34%

3%

4%

3%

6%

6%

I only make trips to visit my family because I have to

Trips to visit friends NOT a holiday/break

More likely to go away with FOR than visit them 

Trips to visit family NOT a holiday/break

The tourism industry could do more to encourage VFR

TP6. Below are a series of statements, for each one please tell us to what extent you agree or disagree with them.  1 would mean you disagree strongly and 

5 that you agree strongly. SR per statement, RANDOMISE ORDER OF STATEMENTS Base n =814

16% 40%

55% 25%

43% 22%

59% 18%

70% 15%
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HOSTING
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Most host 2-3 trips a year, plus a further 1-2 leisure trips. 1 in 8 hosts a trip at 

least every two months. 

Hosting VFR trips

How many VFR trips hosted

45%

28%

2-3

1

Where are visitors from?

56%

65%

Intrastate

Within your own state

6%

7%

14%

45%

10+

6-9

4-5

2-3

H1a. Approximately how many times in the past 12 months have you hosted visiting friends or family (i.e. been the main person they visited even if they didn’t actually stay with you)? 

Please exclude any trips that did not include an overnight stay  Base n = 814

H1b. Have you hosted visitors from? Base n = 539

Average no of trips

Mean = 3.3
10%

5%

5%

56%

Anywhere else

Elsewhere in Asia or the 

Pacific

New Zealand

Intrastate
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Travelling with spouse is most common, but a fifth of VFR travellers do so solo.

Mostly travel is cross generational.  Mix of friends is diverse with childhood friends, 

work friends and those of your partner

Who came to visit (Top 15 responses)?

27%

22%

18%

14%

11%
10%

9% 8% 8%
6%

13%

22%

9%
8%

6%
5% 4%

2%

41H2. Thinking about the most recent occasion when you have hosted friends and family, who came to visit?

Base n = 539



Generally more activities are done together, but especially for activities connected 

with food.  

Activities undertaken by visitors

6%

8%

12%

12%

30%

30%

38%

22%

10%

11%

12%

15%

24%

34%

36%

43%

54%

Visited art galleries or museums

Visited a winery

Visited a national park or state forest

Relax by lying on a beach

Went to a farmer’s or craft market

Shopping for pleasure

General sightseeing

Shopping

Ate out at a restaurant

With host Alone

4%

4%

5%

4%

4%

8%

7%

9%

6%

6%

7%

5%

5%

5%

5%

8%

9%

9%

9%

10%

10%

10%

0% 1000% 2000% 3000% 4000% 5000% 6000%

Watersports (e.g. kayaking, canoeing, waterskiing)

Visited a theme park

Visited a farm or did a farm tour

Played sport (e.g. golf, football)

Visit a casino

Bushwalking

Visited a wildlife park or zoo

Visited significant historical sites or buildings

Attend an event or festival

Went to the theatre, a concert

Visited art galleries or museums

H4a. Which of the following activities did your visitors undertake on their own? H4b. On which of these did you accompany them? Base = 539

81% did at least 

1 activity with 

guests

65% of guests 

did at least one 

of the activities 

without their 

host

= significantly stronger with host
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Most hosts say their visitors stay with them.  A typical trip involves nearly $400 of 

expenditure (most of which will be local)

How long for and how much was spent?

17%

32%

23%

$250-$499

$100-$249

Under $100

Individual spending on hosting

2%

3%

5%

6%

82%

Caravan park cabin

Homestay or house swap

Hotel 4* or above

Motel

Stayed with me

Accommodation used

10%

1%

1%

5%

11%

Don’t know/prefer not to say

$5,000 or more

$2,500-$4,999

$1,000-$2,499

$500-$999

H3. Where did they stay? Base n = 539

H5. How much do you estimate you personally spent when you most recently hosted friends or family? Please include any travel costs you covered, meals out, attractions 

visited and other out of pockets like gifts. If you paid for accommodation for them you should include that too!  

43

Mean spend

$373

8%

0%

0%

1%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Other

Backpackers or hostel

Tent

Farmstay

Self catering

Caravan/Campervan/RV

Bed and Breakfast

Hotel 3 star

Caravan park cabin



There is a hunger for more information from hosts – they want search options optimised for 

them. We also need to encourage (or leverage) conversations about hosting. VICs, regional/local 

websites and LGA websites are all places people would like to use more

Sources used to plan VFR hosting – current vs. ideal

3%

7%

7%

7%

5%

7%

11%

11%

8%

9%

13%

15%

15%

15%

18%

19%

21%

Review or comparison websites (e.g. Tripadvisor)

Social media (e.g. Facebook or Twitter)

Recommendations from neighbours, friends where I live or other …

Websites for specific attractions/activities

My local council’s website

Regional/local tourism websites

Visitor Information Centres

Recommendation from friends or family

Search engines

Would ideally want to use Currently use

1%

1%

3%

3%

4%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

4%

5%

5%

6%

7%

8%

8%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Travel sections of mainstream press

Visit or phone a travel agent

Hotel/accommodation websites (specific hotel group)

Other accommodation sites (e.g. Stayz)

Airline websites

Online Travel Agents/Consolidators (e.g. Webjet or Wotif)

Travel magazines

Travel programmes on TV

National or state tourism organisation websites

Guidebooks (hard copy)

Travel apps or guides

Review or comparison websites (e.g. Tripadvisor)

H6a. What sources of information if any did you use to plan your visitors’ stay? 

H6b. How would you IDEALLY like to get more information to help plan your visitors’ stay? 

Base n =539

70% are currently not using 

any sources to plan travel 

BUT

A quarter of these would like 

sources to plan with

Those who plan hosting trips 

go to 4.3 sources on average

= significantly stronger for ideal
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Hosts also feel that to be able to visit attractions for free or at a discount would drive 

more hosting. But they are also look for more information to what to do – with 1 in 5 

saying the LGA should provide this

Initiatives to drive more VFR trips – hosts’ perspective

19%

19%

21%

25%

28%

27%

31%

19%

19%

20%

26%

28%

29%

30%

More places to eat and drink that are open all week

A website specially for those hosting or visiting friends or relatives 

Information packs to help people hosting visitors 

More information on what to do in my area

A special visitor pass that givesyou  discounts if visitors accompany …

More information about what’s on in my area

Free entry to attractions or experiences for hosts  if they accompany

Family Friends

1%

15%

13%

14%

18%

17%

15%

17%

19%

1%

14%

14%

15%

18%

18%

19%

19%

19%

0% 500% 1000% 1500% 2000% 2500% 3000% 3500%

Other (please specify)

Opportunity to go away together rather than have them visit me

Touring routes of the area in which you live

Special tours or packages aimed at people visiting friends or family

More places to eat or  wider variety of options

More family-friendly places to eat out other than the big food chains

More flexible group or family rates 

A webpage on the local council’s website for VFR hosts 

More places to eat and drink that are open all week

H9. Which of these would encourage you to host more visits from friends and family? Base = 539

Around 60% say 

some sort of 

initiative would 

drive growth

= significantly stronger for family = significantly stronger for friends
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Although many feel they do need help, around a third don’t need help. Indeed some 

almost feel it is an insult to their skills 

What other things could the tourism industry do to help (host suggestions)

5%

5%

5%

6%

7%

24%

30%

NET more new information

Brochures/maps/guidebooks provided to hosts

One stop website/app/social media for VFR

Provide more informatiion targeted at VFR

Free/discount cards for hosts

Don't know

Nothing

I think the industry has it fairly well covered

I'm not sure. I don't normally think 

about consulting the tourism 

industry to plan their visits! 

'It has nothing to do with the tourism industry - if 

you are hosting you should know your surroundings

'help making public transport more efficient and 

easy to use for out of towners/out of state visitors 

its a joke ,common platform of access to ideas, 

2%

2%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

4%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

More things targeted for specific groups e.g families/seniors

Promotion/advertising to hosts

information on events

better value/cheaper accommodation

Offer packages/itiineraries for VFR

Cheaper NFI

Already does a good job

Other Information on new and different things

H8. What help could the tourism industry provide to make hosting visits from friends and family easier to plan or more enjoyable? Please provide as much detail 

as possible. If it is different for friends than family tell us how it differs? Base n = 539

Mates Rates' for local tourist activities when taking 

family and friends along to local attractions / 

restaurants

Discounts for hosts who take people to various places. I get tired of 

paying to take visitors to a native animal park. I have seen enough 

kangaroos and koalas! I don't want to visit SeaWorld again, or 

dreamworld right now, or even drive people all the way there!

more info on weird & wacky things in the area, off beat places of 

interest.

its a joke ,common platform of access to ideas, 

sights, things to do, etc,with an app for the public 

to update and post to to improve it all the time
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These hosts were the most likely to suggest ways the tourism 

industry could help encourage more or longer visits

Who needs our help?

Aged 

55 and 

under

Educated

New Australians Higher income

H8. What help could the tourism industry provide to make hosting visits from friends and family easier to plan or more enjoyable? Please provide as much detail 

as possible. If it is different for friends than family tell us how it differs? Base n = 539
47



PROFILE INFORMATION

Appendix 1
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Demographics of VFR travellers (weighted to match NVS YT Mar 2014)

42%

58%

Gender

Male Female

11%

12%

17%

18%

Other Victoria

Melbourne

Sydney/Newcastle

Other NSW

Place of residence

The profile of those 

who host VFR is 

broadly similar

11%

9%

18%

15%

14%

18%

15%

75 or over

65-74

55-64

45-54

35-44

25-34

18-24

Age

1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

4%

4%

5%

11%

11%

11%

Darwin

Hobart/Launceston

Other SA

Canberra/ACT

Other WA

Adelaide

Newcastle

Perth

Brisbane/SE Queensland

Other Queensland

Other Victoria

Median stay 7 nights

S3. Are you? Base n = 834

S4. Into which of these age groups do you fall? SR

S5. In which of the following locations do you currently live (please choose your main place of residence if you have more than one)? 
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Education and income

31%30%

2%

Education

A university degree or higher Other tertiary High school Other

17%
9%

Income

Below $34,999 $35,000-49,999 $50,000-74,999

$75,000-99,999 $100,000-149,999 $150,000+

31%

38%

30%

D2. What is the highest level of education you have completed? Base N = 814

D6. Into which of the following brackets does your total annual household income before tax fall?
50

13%

17%

14%

15%



Travelling with spouse is most common, but a fifth of VFR travellers do so solo.

Mostly travel is cross generational.  Mix of friends is diverse with childhood friends, 

work friends and those of your partner

Lifestage/Household structure

25%

18%
17%

28%

16% 17%

Visitors Hosts

14%

11%

6% 6%

1%

3%

12%
11%

5%

7%

1%

3%

Empty nesters DINK Family, young 

children (< 13 

years)

SINK Family, older 

children (aged 

14+) 

Live with my 

parents

Share house Dependent 

relatives (e.g. 

parents)

Other

51D3. Which of these best describes the structure of the household you live in? Base n = 814 (Hosts n = 539)



Length of time in Australia and Ethnicity

3%3%2%

Where born

Born here More than 20 years

10-20 years 5-10 years

Less than 5 years

3%

4%

4%

6%

14%

66%

Other S.E Asia (e.g. …

Central or Eastern Europe …

Chinese

Southern Europe (e.g. Italy …

Northern or Western Europe …

Anglo Celtic (UK and Ireland)

Ethnic background

76%

16%

3%3%2%

6%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

2%

Other

New Zealand (Maori)/Pacific …

Other N.E Asia (e.g. Japan or …

Maghreb (North …

Southern Africa

Vietnamese

North America (USA/Canada)

Other New Zealand

Indigenous

South Asia (e.g. India)

D4. How long have you lived in Australia?

D5. With which of these ethnic groups do you have links in your recent family history? N = 814
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20%

34%

12%

2%

11%

14%

4-6 nights

2-3 nights

1 night

How long were you away?

Travelling with spouse is most common, but a fifth of VFR travellers do so solo.

Mostly travel is cross generational.  Mix of friends is diverse with childhood friends, 

work friends and those of your partner

How long for and how much was spent?

19%

20%

12%

$250-$499

$100-$249

Under $100

Individual spending on trip

1%

3%

7%

13%

10%

20%

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

2%

Between 3 and 5 months

Between 1 and 3 months

Between 2 weeks and a month

Between 1 and 2 weeks

1 week

4-6 nights

5%

2%

5%

17%

20%

Don’t know/prefer not to say

$5,000 or more

$2,500-$4,999

$1,000-$2,499

$500-$999

RT5a. How many nights were you away in total?  RT5b. Of these, how many nights did you spend on the road or travelling to your destination? Base n = 814

RT8. How much do you estimate you personally spent on your most recent trip to visit friends? Please include transport costs to reach the destination, meals out there and on 

the way, attractions visited and any accommodation you used 

53

67% go straight 

to their 

destination with 

no overnight 

stop

Median length 

of stay 2.5

Mean spend

$800



VFR destinations in the past 12 months (most recent)

6%  (3%)
44% 

(30%)

10% (4%)

48% (35%)14% (9%)

8%

(4%)

33%

12% (85)

T2. Thinking about all your trips to visit friends or family in the past 12 months, which states have you a) visited at all in that time and b) on 

your most recent trip. Don’t forget to include trips in the state in which you live! MR, Base n = 814
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Which regions visited on most recent VFR trip

Regions of NSW visited

Base 288

Sydney 42%

North Coast 23%

Country NSW 22%

Hunter 18%

Central Coast 17%

South Coast 15%

Outback NSW 11%

Blue Mountains 10%

Snowy Mountains 2%

Lord Howe Island 2%

Regions of Queensland visited

Base 243

Brisbane 46%

Gold Coast 34%

Sunshine Coast 24%

Tropical North Queensland 16%

Townsville 12%

Bundaberg 10%

Southern Queensland Country 10%

Outback Queensland 6%

Capricorn Region 6%

Mackay 5%

Regions of SA visited

Base 70

Adelaide 51%

Adelaide Hills 23%

Clare Valley 17%

Murray River 17%

Barossa 14%

Limestone Coast 14%

Fleurieu Peninsula 14%

Flinders Ranges and the Outback 13%

Eyre Peninsula 12%

Regions of Victoria visited

Base 193

Melbourne 73%

Mornington Peninsula 15%

Yarra Valley and Dandenongs 14%

Great Ocean Road 12%

The Murray 11%

Gippsland 11%

Grampians 9%

Phillip Island 7%

Goldfields 7%

High Country 6%

T2. Thinking about all your trips to visit friends or family in the past 12 months, which states have you a) visited at all in that time and b) on 

your most recent trip. Don’t forget to include trips in the state in which you live! MR Base n = 814

Regions of NT visited

Base 28

Darwin and surrounds 49%

Katherine and surrounds 33%

Alice Springs and and surrounds 29%

Uluru and Surrounds 17%

Kakadu and surrounds 14%

Tennant Creek and Barkly Region 10%

Arnhem Land and surrounds 6%

Don’t know/other 8%

Lord Howe Island 2%

Don’t know/other 5%

Mackay 5%

Gladstone 4%

Whitsundays 4%

Fraser Coast 4%

Don’t know/other 0%

Yorke Peninsula 12%

Kangaroo Island 9%

Don’t know/other 2%

Regions of Tasmania visited

Base 34

Hobart and the South 61%

Launceston and the North 45%

East Coast 27%

North West 25%

West Coast 25%

Don’t know/other 6%

Regions of WA visited

Base 67

Perth 69%

Australia’s South West 43%

Australia’s Golden Outback (WA) 17%

Australia’s North West 14%

Coral Coast 12%

Don’t know/other 3%

High Country 6%

Daylesford and the Macedon Ranges 5%

Don’t know/other 3%
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12%

17%

22%

59%

Other family

Children under 12

Alone/Just me

Partner/spouse

Companions on most recent trip

Travelling with spouse is most common, but a fifth of VFR travellers do so solo.

Mostly travel is cross generational.  Mix of friends is diverse with childhood friends, 

work friends and those of your partner

Who are we travelling with and who are we visiting?

13%

13%

22%

24%

26%

Grandchildren

Nephews/nieces

Other family

Children

Parents

Most visited 

0%

1%

1%

1%

6%

7%

7%

12%

Grandchildren aged 12-18

Other

Grandchildren under 12

Pets

Adult children (over 18)

Friends

Children aged 12-18

Other family

6%

7%

8%

9%

9%

11%

11%

12%

13%

Friends of spouse or partner

Old school or university …

Friends you met through work

Partner or spouse’s parents

Grandparents

Friends you grew up with

Other friends

Aunts/Uncles

Grandchildren

RT3b. Who did you travel with? RT3c. Who were you visiting or did you spend time with on your most recent trip?  

Base n = 814
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9%

11%

15%

63%

5%

9%

10%

58%

Self catering e.g. serviced …

Hotel 4* or above

Motel

Stayed with friends or family

Accommodation used

Main At all

Most stay with friends and family and drive themselves. A quarter fly and two fifths 

say their main form of accommodation is paid.

Trip logistics – transport and accommodation

16%

27%

58%

7%

11%

18%

55%

Hire Car

Relative’s vehicle

Flight

Your own car

Transport used

Most used At all 

4%

1%

2%

2%

3%

3%

3%

5%

6%

9%

3%

0%

0%

1%

2%

2%

2%

3%

4%

5%

Other

Farmstay

Tent

Backpackers or hostel

Bed and Breakfast

Caravan/Campervan/RV

Homestay or house swap

Hotel 3 star

Caravan park cabin

Self catering e.g. serviced …

4%

0%

0%

5%

2%

6%

11%

10%

3%

0%

0%

1%

2%

2%

6%

7%

Other

Your own bicycle(s)

Hire bicycle(s)

Taxi

Campervan or RV

Coach or Bus

Train

Hire Car

RT4a. Which types of accommodation did you use at all on the trip, including on the way there and/or on the way home? RT4b. Which was the MAIN type of accommodation you 

used? 

Base n = 814
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VFR travellers are broadly similar in their motivations to those in other studies

Motivations for a holiday

%

Holidays for me are about relaxing – I just want to switch off and do nothing 44%

Holidays are about reconnecting with the people I care about 31%

Holidays are about trying new things 30%

When I travel, I really want to get into the place I am visiting – ideally I would like to live like a 

local
30%

58D1. We all have different motivations for holidays and these may vary at different times. But if we think of our ideal holiday we probably have one or two that are very important to 

us?  Below are some motivations for a holiday, please select up to 3 that would apply to your IDEAL holiday? Base n = 814

local
30%

I think we should experience Australia before we travel overseas 26%

A holiday should leave me feeling reinvigorated 24%

Holidays are a chance to spoil myself 22%

Holidays are about recharging my batteries – life is so hard these days 16%

I should feel enriched by a holiday 15%

Holidays are about revisiting places I love 15%

Holidays are when I reflect on what is important to me 8%

I really like to challenge myself when I am on holiday – it should be an adventure 7%



Were there any other comments or feedback?

D7. Finally, is there anything you would like to add on the subject of visiting or hosting friends and family that we haven’t already covered? Base n = 834
59



THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Appendix 2
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Please note that the data contained in this report has been prepared for the specific 

purpose of addressing the items contained in the project contract between 

MyTravelResearch.com Pty Ltd and VFR Traveller Research subscribers.

It may not be suitable for other applications. The use of this data for any other purpose 

should be discussed with the lead author. MyTravelResearch.com accepts no 

responsibility for unauthorised use of this data by a third party. 

Contact us: bronwyn@mytravelresearch.com carolyn@mytravelresearch.com 73


